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"Come in all that is outside": the wild entwining of natural and human history in Helen 

MacDonald, Maggie O'Sullivan and Colin Simms 

 When the post-colonial historian Dipash Chakarabarty looks at the impact of Climate 

Change upon the discipline of history his first thesis is that: 

Anthropogenic Explanations of Climate Change Spell the Collapse of the Age-old 

Humanist Distinction between Natural History and Human History1 

Chakarabarty outlines his “provisional, outline and somewhat arbitrary sketch”2 of how the 

distinction between natural and human history has been made by historians. He identifies two 

main streams of thought, one idealist and the other materialist. The idealist version stems 

from a belief expressed by Vico that humans can only have proper knowledge of civil and 

political institutions because we created them whilst nature is God’s work, “ultimately 

inscrutable”.3 Chakarabty traces this idea’s influence through the writing of Croce who 

argued that history should be considered an art form rather than a science and that, “concepts 

of natural science are human constructs constructed for human purposes”.4 This means that, 

“When we peer into nature we find only ourselves” and that, “we do not understand ourselves 

best as a part of nature”. Croce is said to have proclaimed, “there is no world but the human 

world, then took over the central doctrine of Vico that we can know the human world because 

we made it.” Chakrabarty clarifies, “this does not mean that rocks, for example, ‘don’t exist’ 

without human beings to think them. Apart from human concern and language, they neither 

exist nor do not exist, since ‘exist’ is a human concept that has meaning only within a context 

of human concerns and purposes.”5  

This argument that history can only concern human purposes feeds into R G 

Collingwood’s influential What is History? Collingwood believed that nature has no “inside”: 

In the case of nature, the distinction between the outside and the inside of an 

event does not arise. The events of nature are mere events, not the thoughts of 

agents whom the scientist tries to trace.6   

This allows Collingwood to make a distinction between “historical and non-historical human 

actions… So far as man’s conduct is determined by what may be called his animal nature, his 

                                                           
1 Chakrabarty, The Climate of History: Four Theses.pg. 197 
2 Ibid. 
3 Ibid. 198 
44 Ibid.  
5 Ibid. 
6 Ibid. 202 
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impulses and appetites, it is non-historical; the process of those activities is a natural 

process.”7 In other words, history becomes a concern with human decision making and 

purpose. 

 Chakrabarty goes on the detail how a materialist history also separated human and 

natural history through the assumption that, “man’s environment did change but changed so 

slowly as to make the history of man’s relation to his environment almost timeless and thus 

not a subject of historiography at all.”8 When Ferdinand Braudel wrote The Mediterranean, a 

history that considered the environment as an actor he considered it as, “a history of constant 

repetition, ever-recurring cycles”;9 environmental change was so slow it should be considered 

as ever-recurring, impacting upon human history but still remaining unhistorical itself.    

 For Chakrabarty both the materialist and idealist distinction between natural and 

human history cannon be maintained because Anthropogenic Climate Change both makes 

humanity a “geological agent”10 by virtue of our animal impulses and shows that the 

environment can change rapidly. If we accept that human and natural history need to be 

entwined then this has implications for the way we write about places and creatures we may 

consider wild. To explore this I would like to look at three poets who dissolve the distinction 

between human and natural history by looking in particular at the human intertwining with 

animals. 

 

 In A Thousand Plateaus Deleuze and Guattari classify the relationships investigated 

by natural history in three ways. There is eighteenth century natural history which establishes 

classification by proportionality, resemblance and structure11. This type of classifying natural 

history is investigated by Helen Macdonald who has written about how she, “grew up in a 

house full of natural-history field guides”12 which influenced her development. She is famous 

for having written a book detailing her relationship with a goshawk but has also written 

poetry that entangles human and natural history by undertaking and complicating 

epistemological enquiry, this poetry was written whilst she was engaged in a Natural History 

PhD. There is natural history as Darwinian evolutionism which classifies by descent and 

                                                           
7 Ibid. 202 
8 Ibid. 203 
9 Ibid. 204. 
10 Ibid. 208. 
11 Deleuze and Guattari, A Thousand Plateaus. p 228 
12 Macdonald, ’Identification Please’ 
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filiation.13  In his most recent volume Colin Simms suggests his work can be seen as, 

“something else as new: a fresh genre of natural-history verse-making dealing with 

experience of a single species”.14 I will consider his long work ‘Carcajou’ which details 

encounters with the wolverine and which I read as an ars-poetica that disputes the separation 

of species history by engaging with the implications of evolution. Deleuze and Guattari also 

identify a third type of natural history based upon alliance, or “sorcery”.15 In 1985 Maggie O’ 

Sullivan published A Natural History in Three Incomplete Parts (NHTIP), a work produced 

by photocopier, a copy is now available in the collection Body of Work and on O’Sullivan’s 

website where the colour version can be seen. This is work which takes material from works 

of natural history and consciously parodies this type of publication looking particularly at 

insects; this material is put in dialogue with a violent human history.  

 

1. Helen Macdonald – “natural history arches its timbre uncomfortably” 

 I will start with Helen MacDonald as she is the writer who most explicitly engages 

with the word ‘wild’. In 2008 she wrote a blog post in reaction to the proliferation of the 

word amongst nature-writers in the UK. She starts by setting the UK position at a distance 

from American debates about wilderness in a bracketed section: 

(Of course we never had the debate on wilderness: we don't have any 

according to the American model, and we're all-too-aware that our own wild 

landscapes — deer forest and crag and heather moor — were burned and 

cleared and painted into existence by Victorian lairds and courtly 

Scotsanistas)16 

 

Macdonald contends that the problem with the word ‘wild’ is that nature-writers present it as 

a “monolithic concept; a single thing  that's either repressed, or is motoring its way out or 

through you, and is found out there, somewhere.”17 Her solution is not just  to interrogate the 

concept and show it is wanting but to propose that, “We need forty types of word for forty 

types of  wildness, and we need to stop thinking  of it as something transcendent or Other, as 

                                                           
13 Deleuze and Guattari, p. 230 
14 Simms, Hen Harrier Poems. p. 15. 
15 Deleuze and Guattari, p. 232. 
16 Macdonald,  ’Wild Words’ 
17 Ibid. 
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if it were God.”18 She calls for “a polytheism of the wild.”19 This is a model of thinking that 

MacDonald explicitly takes from thinking like a natural historian, having introduced her blog 

by describing Barry Lopez’s lament at loss of vocabulary: 

A few generations ago, cowboys, cavalry quartermasters, and draymen would 

have taken this horse before me under consideration and not let up their 

scrutiny until they had its heritage fixed to their satisfaction. Today, the 

distinction between draft and harness horses is arcane knowledge, and no 

image may come to mind for a blue roan or a claybank horse. The loss of such 

refinement in everyday conversation leaves me unsettled. People praise the 

Eskimo’s ability to distinguish among forty types of snow but forget the skills 

of others who routinely differentiate between overo and tobiano pintos. Such 

distinctions are made for the same reason. You have to do it to be able to talk 

about the world.20 

 What Lopez calls refinement might also be called classification, taxonomy enabling our 

access to a stable world; Lopez has defined this type of natural history as, “[p]atient 

interrogation of a landscape.”21   

What makes MacDonald an interesting writer is that she then tries to follow this 

thought through honestly, “being confused in the attempt”22.  She tries to use examples from 

objects in her home to explain how this might work, this includes the goshawk that she is 

training: 

My goshawk is a kind of wild. She is precisely the kind of wild that is my 

household god. There are other bits of wild that are in my home; souvenirs of 

place and thing. Stones and stuffed animals and bits of driftwood. They're 

tokens of other places and other types of wild, and a little bit stolen.23 

We might think that Macdonald is describing a Victorian natural history museum or a cabinet 

of curiosities, taxidermy and taxonomy. Macdonald introduces a difference between the 

living goshawk and these other “frozen souvenirs”. The goshawk is “truly wildness at home”. 

This is where Macdonald begins to fall into difficulties. Her protest against ‘the wild’ turns 

on it becoming a “monolithic concept”, her distrust of authority: 

No matter how beautifully they are couched, and no matter how 

magisterially, the pronouncements of the nature writer must give you enough 

                                                           
18 Ibid. 
19 Ibid. 
20 Lopez, Barry Field Work,  quoted in Macdonald, Helen ‘Wild Words’ 
21 Lopez, Arctic Dreams.p. 15 
22 Macdonald. ’Wild Words’ 
23 Ibid. 
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room to turn on them. So you can think on the matter for yourself. I'm not 

good with authority, trust me.24 

As the final sentence wittily acknowledges there is a problem of authority for the writer using 

words like ‘trust’ or ‘truly’. Particularly if these are followed by abstractions like ‘wildness’ 

and ‘home’. It is in her poetry that MacDonald really puts pressure on the authority of the 

writer by entangling human and natural history when considering a landscape that could be 

described as wild. 

 In ‘Dale’25 a voice contemplates being, “in the flat wastes ankle-deep in 

water/thinking how it got here and confusing this with national history: / natural history 

arches its timbre uncomfortably” (26-28) pointing out how nationalism can use the history of 

landscape features to justify itself. This is part of MacDonald’s exploration of natural 

history’s ideological effects as she puts the practice of natural observation under stress. 

‘Dale’ refers to a village in Pembrokeshire (“settle it in welsh mud” (17)), one of the 

confusions between landscape and nationalism is marked by Dale’s name, which probably 

derives from the Old-Norse Dalr, meaning valley, rather than the Old English Dael (meaning 

valley!).26 The place name is the only known trace of Scandinavian settlement,  the village 

was controlled by a Norman fort in the C13th and is considered part of ‘Little England in 

Wales’, an area of Wales which has been considered to be ‘English’ in language and culture 

for centuries.27 Henry Tudor landed at Mill Vale near Dale days before the Battle of 

Bosworth. These matters of national history lurk in the background of the poems concerns 

with both voicing and writing: “‘this is how the Irish write, as if with their left hand’ she said, 

as soft/as anything” (18-19), a reference to the Old Irish language Ogham stones found in 

Pembrokeshire.  

 The village has a field studies centre based in a Victorian outpost called Dale Fort. 

This centre is used as a base for biological and geological research and the poem is explicitly 

engaged with these disciplines. The start of the poem launches with an etymological gesture 

to fort: 

                                                           
24 Ibid. 
25 Macdonald,  Shaler’s Fish. P. 10 
26 Charles, The Place Names of Wales. p. 538. 
27 Ibid. 
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  The storm runs forth on several seas whose manner is 

the hard edge of a clamber down gneiss with a split thumb 

  huge inklings of wonderment, sun and trenchant killing bumped 

  by wrecked spume and clearing the throat, to try and shout 

  into the wind. Pulled out like warm glass. Where should flight 

  (1-5) 

 

This opening establishes the uncomfortable timbre of the poem. Lines with thirteen or 

fourteen syllables deliberately work against iambic pentameter.  A consciously poetic 

opening filled with s sounds and open vowels that could sound like Tennyson if taken as ten 

syllables (‘The storm runs forth on several seas whose’) but whose sound is slightly cut by 

‘manner is’. The second line would part rhyme if ending at the pentameter (‘several seas’/ 

‘manner is’/ ‘down gneiss’).  There is writing that risks being seen as poetic, vague and thus 

meaningless (‘huge inklings of wonderment’?) undercut by tough language (‘sun and 

trenchant killing’). The context of the storm marks confusion. The stanza ends sounding like 

it is launching a sentence that will stretch to the next, this does not happen: flight launches a 

description of birds but this is a new sentence (‘Eight choughs and three children’).  This dis-

orientating opening is continued throughout the poem, indeed every stanza except the last 

could start a poem. 

 The sentence “Pulled out like warm glass.” (5) is particularly mysterious. References 

to glass do not return until the end of the poem, “a miracle behind glass/ discarded on 

reflection” (28-29). Warm glass working involves heating glass so that it becomes stickier, 

softer and less rigid. The final glass is rigid, perhaps preserving but discarded. The final two 

stanzas of the poem seem to give a small narrative of “victorious identification” (26) as the 

speaker sees wagtails, then can identify more clearly nine races of Motacilla, even more 

clearly over the stanza break, “Motacilla// flava, four of alba” (25-6).  

 The explicit engagement with natural history and its ideological entanglements is 

signaled by the title and epigraph to the collection in which ‘Dale’ appears, Shaler’s Fish. 

The epigraph to the collection helps to explain the poem. Nathaniel Shaler was a famous 

teacher of paleontology in Harvard who is also remembered as an outspoken believer in 
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Anglo-Saxon superiority and as an apologist for slavery.28 The epigraph points to Shaler’s 

education under Louis Agassiz. The document is one of the meeting places of modernist 

poetry and scientific enquiry as it is quoted by Ezra Pound in The ABC of Reading: 

The proper METHOD for studying poetry and good letters is the method of 

contemporary biologists, that is careful first-hand examination of the matter, 

and continual COMPARISON of one ‘slide’ or specimen with another. 

No man is equipped for modern thinking until he has understood the anecdote 

of Agassiz and the fish: 

       

A post-graduate student equipped with honors and diplomas went to Agassiz 

to receive the final and finishing touches. The great man offered him a small 

fish and told him to describe it. 

       

  Post-Graduate Student: ‘That’s only a sunfish.’ 

 

        Agassiz: ‘I know that. Write a description of it.’ 

   

After a few minutes the student returned with the description of the Ichthus 

Heliodiplodokus, or whatever term is used to conceal the common sunfish 

from vulgar knowledge, family of Heliichtherinkus, etc., as found in textbooks 

of the subject. 

       

  Agassiz again told the student to describe the fish. 

       

The student produced a four-page essay. Agassiz then told him to look at the 

fish. At the end of three weeks the fish was in an advanced state of 

decomposition, but the student knew something about it.29 

 

We might say that the same thing happens to the birds identified in MacDonald’s 

poem as Pound describes. They are identified but are ‘behind glass’, distanced by “whatever 

term is used to conceal.. from vulgar knowledge”. However, Pound’s summary of Shaler’s 

anecdote leaves out important details. After Shaler has received training in looking at the fish 

he engages in the type of classification that Pound is dismissive of: 

 

  I shall never forget the sense of power in dealing with things which I felt in 

  beginning the more extended work on a group of animals. I had learned the 

  art of comparing objects, which is the basis of the naturalist’s work. At this 

  stage I was allowed to read, and to discuss my work with others about me. I 

  did both eagerly, and acquired a considerable knowledge of the literature of 

  ichthyology, becoming especially interested in the system of classification, 

                                                           
28 Livingstone, Nathaniel Southgate Shaler and the Culture of American Science pp. 124-125 
29 Pound, ABC of Reading.p. 1 
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  then most imperfect. I tried to follow Agassiz’s scheme of division into the 

  order of ctenoids and ganoids, with the result that I found one of my species 

  of side-swimmers had cycloid scales on one side and ctenoid on the other.  

  This not only shocked my sense of the value of classification in a way that 

  permitted of no full recovery of my original respect for the process, but for a 

  time shook my confidence in my master’s knowledge30. 

 

This is to say that Macdonald may take the “victorious identification” seriously as a part of 

scientific knowledge or meaning that is not simply given by ‘looking’ but by classification 

and comparison through a specialist language system. This is why the ending of the poem 

balances triumph and despair. The written information may be dis-card-ed as either useless or 

as not accurate enough or it may well generate another effort. However, as Shaler also 

acknowledges this knowledge is connected to power: “four of alba, victorious identification 

through chalk and paste” (26). There is the flash of ‘Albion’s chalk cliffs, the flash of ‘cut 

and paste’. 

 

2. Colin Simms – “The evolution we are all in” 

Robert Pogue Harrison argues that Western civilization, “literally cleared its space in 

the midst of forests”31 so that a,”sylvan fringe of darkness defined the limits of its cultivation, 

the margins of its cities, the boundaries of its institutional domain; but also the extravagance 

of its imagination.” This makes the forest a, “correlate of the poet’s memory”, a place where 

civilization can, “estrange itself,… enchant itself” and where the line between human and 

non-human is “clearly drawn”32. 

 

 A path forged through the trees makes a differentiation in the wilderness enabling a 

line to be drawn between nature and culture. Humanity is not “ontologically continuous with 

the order of nature”33. The relation between the human abode and nature, “is the abode” and 

remains, “one of estrangement from, as well as domestic familiarity with the earth.”. Harrison 

argues that this gap between defines the human and its limits, abolishing the line would result 

in the disappearance of the human: “We dwell not in nature but in the relation to nature.  We 

                                                           
30 Shaler, The Autobiography of Nathaniel Southgate Shaler.p.97 
31 Harrison, Forests.p. ix. 
32 Ibid. p. x. 
33 Ibid. 200 
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do inhabit the earth but inhabit our excess of the earth. We dwell not in the forest but in an 

exteriority with regard to its closure”34. 

Who are ‘we’? Are ‘we’ the only ones who dwell in excess? Going back to the start of 

Harrison’s argument, are ‘we’ the only creatures forging paths through the trees? 

Colin Simms’ ‘Carcajou’  “a long poem of an encounter with the Wolverine of the 

Northern Old and New Worlds”35 plunges into the forest. The Wolverine, a rarely sighted 

animal with a large territorial range whose numbers have been reduced by habitat loss and 

hunting but which has not been made an Endangered Species.  The poem makes reference to 

the estrangement and enchantment noticed by Harrison: 

   imagination       and not tradition 

the old world fairy-tale organisation        in imagination   what figure is Grimmer 

than Grimm’s woodcutter        against wolf and wilderness cutting trees down across a 

continent 

and then over another:          watch out for wolf lest carcajou catch you!36 

 

The poem’s layout means that lines are not “clearly drawn” between concepts: despite the 

“and not” the “old world fairy-tale organisation” could be imagination, tradition or both. 

Grimm’s woodcutter is an imaginative fairy-tale, open to interpretation rather than a 

traditional reading (the woodcutter is grim rather than heroic) or the problem with Grimm’s 

fairy-tale is that it is not part of a more authentic tradition (the poem begins by calling up 

“The People   In   uit”37). Rather than the either/or of the excluded middle, 

there is “one, and the other— and the included middle of their mutual influence.”38  As the 

emphasis of In   uit makes apparent the first page of ‘Carajou’ is about different types of 

inclusion: “looking-in”, finding “a ritual for a   fitting-in”. “[I]n the dark place we are in”  the 

method for encounter is “Trust” which “starts at the eyes        and works in”.  However, 

‘Encounter’s’ (from the Latin, In&Contra) Middle English meaning ‘meeting of adversaries’ 

reminds that the task is difficult, “who can face encounter  who must face it”, “one hero is 

one/who steps forward”.    

                                                           
34 Ibid. p. 201 
35 Simms, ‘Carcajou’ p. 7 
36 Ibid. p. 14 
37 Ibid. p 8. 
38 Massumi, p. 6 
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Massumi explores the implications of the included middle through Gregory Bateson’s 

description of animal play: 

The play statement is one that says what it denies, and denies what it says. It is 

logically undecidable. Of course, a wolf cub doesn't say anything, strictly speaking. It 

says in doing. It acts. Its “statement” and “metastatement” are an enacted paradox, 

one with the simplicity of a single gesture. In the unicity of the gesture, two logics are 

gathered together in one metacommunication, charging the situation with possibilities 

that surpass it39. 

For Massumi an animal at play can “mobilize the possible”40, anticipating human 

language and a human at play is activating their animal power to act despite paradox; human 

and animal become indiscernible, an included middle . ‘Carcajou’ describes (or is it 

imagines?) such a moment of play as heralding a new relationship with the planet: 

Why shouldn’t I  go on  twisting  

       the steady breathing of the sly 

means mean is    flinging the capacity for fun 

   we play then, you and I   at last 

       come the same day as the sun  

the animal, not my animal, is needed to pull us out, those who   will be pulled 

out of the present preoccupation to the new cooperative    occupation 

of the planet with what’s in it41 (11) 

 

Instead of an inattentive preoccupation with the purely human, play holds out the hope of 

being able to be pulled out by the animal into a new form of relationship. The verse wittily 

noticing the possibilities for paradox within language - what does means mean?  

 Massumi notes that Bateson argues it is the metacommunicative possibilities of 

animal play which provides an evolutionary foundation for language: “denotative 

communication as it occurs at a human level is only possible after the evolution of a complex 

series of metalinguistic (but not verbalized) rules which govern how words shall be related to 

objects and events”42.  It is this metalinguistic evolution which means language is more than a 

code and which means that Massumi can claim humans most powerfully express their 

animality by the ludic use of language43.  The layout of ‘Carcajou’ forces the reader to be 

                                                           
39 Massumi, What the Animal Can Teach Us About Politics. P. 7. 
40 Ibid. 
41 Simms,. ‘Carcajou’. P. 11 
42 Bateson, Gregory quoted in Massumi p. 8. 
43 Massumi, p. 10. 
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aware of and even be involved in constructing metalinguistic rules to read the poem. As Earle 

Birney (a Canadian poet who influenced Colin Simms) put it: 

Our intricate system of speckles between words evolved comparatively 

recently and merely to ensure that prose became beautifully unambiguous -- 

Instant Communication… Belatedly but willingly influenced by contemporary 

trends, I've come to surround my pauses with space rather than with 

typographical spatter, and to take advantage of the new printing processes to 

free my work occasionally from the tyranny of one-direction linotype.44 

Massumi is aware that suggesting animals have meta-communicative abilities 

challenges a behaviourist model of instinctive stimulus-response.  He points out that when the 

founder of ethology Niko Tinbergen investigated herring gull chick behaviour using 

stimulus-response he could not isolate the stimulus that would give a reflex response. 

Tinbergen concluded that the chick response was actually due to a number of factors but that 

the chick was still acting like a “slot machine”.45 Whilst using the fieldwork techniques of 

ethology ‘Carcajou’ explicitly attacks the view that the animal is a “slot machine” working on 

instinctive behaviour to undermine the human/animal distinction, “Niko Tinbergen, by 

instruments we think you come   by convention       but/you call out just as we fear the 

snow”.46 The speaker even notes the wolverine’s “sense of humour/of control”. 

 Rituals in ‘Carcajou’ are occasioned by the animal encounter and are metalinguistic 

(“heavy self-consciousness”47): 

you, Carcajou, only just recognised and before we know you 

         we listen for a tune 

to engage     being out-of-sight so much    we require a ritual for a   fitting-in 

     Dutilleux’ Symphonic Fragments, fragmented 

Le Loup might be so augmented 

     where will you be in our imagined scheme-of-things48   

 

A fleeting encounter engenders the ritual which has to be built up by listening for a tune that 

will be revealed gradually; Dutilleux was famous for exposing a musical theme tentatively. 

This gradual revelation of themes enables metalinguistic testing of how ‘Carcajou’ can fit 

into “our imagined scheme-of-things”. Massumi describes how a child will play at being a 

tiger despite only catching a glance of the creature, “remaining remarkably faithful to the 

                                                           
44 Birney, Collected Poems. p. ix. 
45 Quoted in Massumi. p. 92. 
46 Simms p. 13. 
47 Ibid. p. 10 
48 Simms p. 9 
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theme of the tiger, not in its conventionality but from the angle of its processual 

potentiality”.49 This is in contrast to the rush of the “American Dream Blight quick through 

every sensuous delight”50, moving from one sensation to another, and destroying vitality. 

This is why “Trust/…timing”51 has to be the ritual:  trust in the rhythm of an unfolding 

intuition which will test and complicate, “our starting place    the Given Word/ before we 

know its prejudice”52. It is also a trust in a developing relationship with “what is there”.53 One 

of the repeated refrains,  “is mime in time  Einstein: all time is timing”;54 in Einstein’s theory 

observers moving relatively to each other will agree on which events occur but may not agree 

that they happened in the same place or at the same time. Space-time events are absolute but 

space and time themselves are shaped by observers, building a ritualistic relationship 

(“mime”) based on a series of events (“encounters”) between the writer and wolverine that 

confuse time and space.  

 Themes are gradually revealed through repetition of phrase, this turns them into a 

series of refrains, that complicate as more meanings are included: 

       The evolution we are in 

is secondary-skin    concerned to sensitivity 

with texture and with feel   the ritual further is 

if you go, and with assent    (not to interfere)   the mustelidae exist  

insist Rilke was wrong:      you can point out a scent, weasels exist by this 

not so much stealth in the stoop or the chase of the pounce     but persistence55 

 

 

Why do weasels insist Rilke was wrong? In this context a plausible explanation is to do with 

we breathe/we out and away; with each new heartfire / we give off a fainter scent.”56  Feeling 

leads to evaporation and thus a wearing out, a diminution of impact. This is not the case for 

weasels, who pick up on a scent, follow it intensely and produce more scent themselves in 

response. In general smells are diffuse for Rilke (“Is not impermanence the very fragrance of 

our days”57). This ritual is the opposite: persistent feeling will increase sensitivity resulting in 

                                                           
49 Massumi,p. 83 
50 Simms, p 9 
51 Ibid. 
52 Ibid. 
53 Ibid. 
54 Ibid. p. 9 and 13. 
55 Simms, Colin. P. 10 
56 Rilke, Rainer Marie ‘Duino Elegy 4’ Lines 1-3 
57 Ibid. 
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a metaphorical “secondary-skin” lesion which is a development of the primary lesion of 

encounter. This is the, “evolution we are in”. 

 When words from this section return as a refrain their meaning is altered and 

expanded: 

     the evolution we are all in   

 out of a dark winter sky  to sensitivity is secondary skin 

     out of a     glade a made 

 space in tall trees teased by wind  “I’ve shown the way. 

 I am with you often and I know you       you change your form to me and we’ll see” 

 …. 

     

 can’t see me through:  it’s the co-operation that’s coming in nature, I grant you 

 Rilke is wrong: you can point out a scent   Enlightenment is man and 

caribou 

             Mouse and carcajou 

       We of the weasel family survive by this: 

 there is a taste in scent58 

  

 

The “evolution we are all in” implies that the ‘we’ is being applied more widely, the speaker 

now able to consider himself part of “the weasel family”, and able to hear Carcajou speak. 

Evolution is now the Darwinian concept but considered in a way to be as much about co-

operation as competition. This also expands the ways in which Rilke is wrong. In ‘Duino 

Elegy 8’ Rilke famously sets up a distinction between animals and human beings based upon 

human self-consciousness: 

With their whole gaze the creatures behold what is. Only our eyes 

are as though reversed, and set like traps around themselves, 

keeping us inside..59 

If the weasel can ‘point out a scent’ then it is also self-consciously involved in its own world, 

interested in “survival”. If the weasel and the human can point out scents to each other then 

their worlds can be shared: “having been in traps myself I’m   through with them”60 (10). 

‘Secondary skin’ takes on another meaning as the speaker is becoming weasel, or dressing in 

the skin of the creature. These refrains ‘metalinguistically’ talk back to earlier occurrences, 

                                                           
58 Simms, p.13-14 
59 Rilke, . ‘Duino Elegy 8’ Lines 1-3. 
60 Simms,.p. 10 
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inclusively expanding the poem’s reference: “out of a glade  a made” referencing back to 

“made/out of a glade”61 at the start of the poem, pointedly reversing word sequence. 

 This ritual of inclusion uses languages metalinguistic qualities to complicate the 

speaker’s reaction to encounter but it is important that the event of encounter actually 

happens in a particular place: 

 

 to make a start, a stand, we cautiously declare to share the land 

 it’s a fallacy of our time that our ‘knowledge’ has us   understand 

 so we can automatically, communicate, co-operate. Carcajou, its not true 

 we are no more investing than inventing the situation, I’m not making you:62 

  

 

The ritual is about being able to respond, cautiously. The caution being an acknowledgement 

that there is a situation to be responded to that ‘exists’63 and which requires going beyond 

assumption to understand. You have to “be with it…. In time and in tune”64, “chewing 

through”65 knowledge.  A sceptic may retort that the poem projects on to the wolverine as 

much as the culture being criticised. After all, the poem even presumes to speak for the 

animal. A response to this criticism clarifies what is going in the poem. The speaker 

acknowledges that the poem ritual could be viewed in this way, “as with the life of words/ we 

preserve only to destroy, transmute/or first denature, then presume captive, found”66. This is 

why it is important that “Encounter before imagination is in you, Carcajou.”67. The encounter 

precedes the use of imagination, the encounter is preferable to imagination AND (included 

middle) the encounter takes place in the presence of imagination, the encounter can be judged 

by imagination. “You” can refer to the animal, or to the speaker who keeps moving and 

performing, “we’ll not find the tune without singing it”68; the reader is left to deal with “the 

beast unchained in school”69because, “opening the minds /education is more than that”.70 

 

                                                           
61 Ibid. p. 9 
62 Ibid. p. 15 
63 Ibid., p. 10 
64 Ibid.  p. 15 
65 Ibid.  p.15 
66 Ibid.  p. 17 
67 Ibid. p. 15 
68 Ibid, p 17 
69 Ibid, p 17 
70 Ibid, p 15 
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3. Maggie O’Sullivan – Most Incomplete 

 

When asked about the sources for NHTIP O Sullivan explained: 

 

The sources? I lived in the city when I composed that: a very urban existence. I felt I 

wanted to try and find out more about the natural world, and how there could be some 

conversation between that and the urban life  that I was living. I used lots of 

dictionaries, particularly on insects, and also books on war, on military equipment, 

because it was a time of huge political crises at that time in England with the 

government we had, the Thatcher government. So there was a huge discrepancy 

between my yearnings for some kind of natural world, creature existence, with the 

kind of Greenham Common protests and the American air bases in England, and I 

was trying to bring these together somehow.71  

This may seem surprising because much of the poem gives the impression of being based on 

first hand observation but clearly part of the work was about natural history in the sense of 

‘finding out’, gathering knowledge. The other part appears to be about bringing nature 

(‘creature existence’) and history (‘books on war’) together.  O Sullivan uses the term 

‘conversation‘ perhaps to get away from the idea of there being any clear duality. This 

impression is supported by the Zen kaon epigram to PART ONE of the poem, which is often 

interpreted as to do with overcoming duality. The kaon “Show me your face before you were 

born” could also be interpreted as an invitation to create a Natural History by tracing origins. 

  This is the opening to PART ONE INCOMPLETE as printed in Body of Work: 

 

 

 

 

                                                           
71 O’Sullivan interview with Redell Olson. http://jacket2.org/interviews/writing-body-intensive-

activity) 

http://jacket2.org/interviews/writing-body-intensive-activity
http://jacket2.org/interviews/writing-body-intensive-activity
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The first page/section shows how O Sullivan makes the conversation take place by ensuring 

that clear subjects, objects, boundaries, figures and grounds do not appear. There appears to 

be a narrative that takes place from top to bottom of the page from “The Moon’s w/Black” to 

“Fire, as in/the Sun.”   suggesting that we are in a landscape at a moment when the sun begins 

to rise. It is not possible to interpret this as a moment of enlightenment. The first line 

introduces a dark moonscape. The ‘eye of wasp‘ introduces the idea that the poem could be a 

spell for a ‘wasp eye‘ view; the poem could be considered as a compound eye that takes 

information from a wide variety of inputs, which creates pixelated or multiple images, that 

can perceive fast movement more easily than a simple eye. The poem is also wasp like in its 

bringing together of materials:  the wasp as a “Baffled Carne” that scavenges to feed its 

young. The wasp’s parasitic offspring also appear to be evoked: “wringing odd skittish 

foreign public” this is also a generalised description of “The Body” and of another insect the 

“fuschia lacewing”.  “The Body” is linked to “Skin of Open Fields, by a stuttering “the.  The” 

so that the body is acted upon by words in the same way as a written surface as well as being 

linked to “The Moon’s” landscape and to an insect! The Body can be dressed so there are 

elements that could describe religious costume or beach wear as well as describing the 

lacewing (“bonnets crinkle beat, lemon root shell bandeau”, “Face prow”). The religious 

dress is in conversation with language from magic and herbal remedy (“Vomica”), “w/sand 

twinkle” could be wand twinkle, but this could be “addled quackery”. This is only a sample 

of the way that materials are merged together. However, this is stopped by “Boulevard” 

which separates the moon landscape from the sun. Boulevards are long, wide straight streets 

which is mimed by the page space. The name derives from ‘bulwark’ as they used to be built 

on the sites of ruined ramparts.  Thus the concern with warfare enters the poem to separate 

the energy of the moon landscape from “the Sun”. This appears to be a boundary enacted by 

human force but we can only see the Moon because it reflects sunlight.  

Part two of the poem takes this imposition of human force further by introducing collaged 

elements which obscure texts displayed in part one: 
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 The first collage emphasizes events that would be considered contemporary to the 

composition of the verse but that would be marked as violently historical. There is a map of 

Greenham Common, a site of women’s protest against nuclear weapons. Pasted on top of this 

is a list of civilians killed by rubber or plastic bullets in Northern Ireland. The placement of 

images changes the interpretation of “Fire, as in/ the Sun” which becomes a reference to the 

firing of rubber bullets as reported in the tabloid press. The order of pasting is important. 

Pasting a map over what seemed to be a description of landscape associates the map with the 

landscape that was described previously, even suggesting that the map obliterates the ability 

to see the landscape; the “boulevard” is now the airfield.72  Pasting victims of state violence 

on top of this both emphasizes the risk that Greenham Common protestors were taking and 

links different forms of supposedly justified or ameliorative repressive state violence 

together: plastic or rubber bullets are designed to maim rather than kill; Mutually Assured 

Destruction was defended as a way of keeping peace. Shaped as a rough cross the pasting has 

                                                           
72 It is worth noting that Greenham Common is now an insect rich nature reserve. 
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a religious association, as well as looking like a cross-hair. If we return to O’Sullivan’s wish 

to create some sort of a conversation between human and natural history it seems as if forms 

of violent human history obliterate the ability to view natural history clearly. 

Part 3 of the poem appears to be an attempt to work beyond this natural/human 

distinction. The epigraph is another Zen kaon, “Come in all that is outside” which may refer 

to the sense of invitation and inclusive ritual that is being developed toward anything 

considered exterior developed in the section SINGULAR VERBS & PLURAL SUBJECTS.73 

This section draws attention to the conventions of English language where verb and subject 

should agree; O’Sullivan points to a situation outside of convention implying that subjects 

that are multiple can still do the same thing at the same time. The section is described as an 

experimental “Method” but sounds like a spell, it involves bringing a diversity of subjects 

together:  

BRING 

asher wristing Pearl Smock, amethyst/ 

Incandela. 

BEAT & SAY & 

Near Lift the Sun’s 

myrtle tie satin maché hangdish. 

BRING 

Hobday. Scrub hawk, woodish clove hearse, 

Voice Thorn, seethe glazer, Welted May74 

The list mixes together the names of gems, animals and herbs. It is difficult to get a clear 

outline of what is being described as these different subjects are mingled together. There is a 

confusion of verb and noun and the use of kenning, it is as if the writer is trying to re-name 

                                                           
73 O’Sullivan, Maggie.Body of Work. P. 110 
74 Ibid. 
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afresh by focusing upon activity and impression. The section ends with what appears to be an 

archaeology of the remains left by human violence: 

blade o/head. 

implacable brutality 

skirts the edge of gown, 

Vast Needle 

stoking twilight, 

baked mutter, satin bluesy isle of aloe antic 

w/loaves & Bowl 

& 

Sink in the Bone. 

Shrapnel.75 

In Part III this violence is included by the poet’s “Method” rather than obliterating the 

writing. This focus on action and spells can be understood using  Deleuze and Guattari’s 

concept of “sorcery” detailed in “Becoming-Intense, Becoming-Animal, Becoming 

Imperceptible”. They argue that the relations established in becoming needs to be understood 

in a different way from either eighteenth century natural history or evolutionism: “Becoming 

is always a different order than filiation. It concerns alliance”.76 Alliances free evolutionary 

anomalies as a form of “sorcery”: “The anomalous is neither individual or species; it is 

affects, infections, horror… a phenomenon of bordering.”77 This could be taken as the 

warping and rubbing together of meaning achieved by O’Sullivan’s “Method” which does not 

try to deny or repress violence but tries to contain it. 

 This new “Method” into the ending of the book which echoes forms of natural 

history presentation whilst remaining necessarily “Incomplete”, challenging any natural 

history based upon resemblance.  There is an alphabetical list of LEAD VOCALS78 which 

                                                           
75 Ibid. 111. 
76 Deleuze and Guattari,  p. 238 
77 Ibid. 244-4 
78 Ibid. 117-119 
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looks like an index. A list of COLOUR PLATES79 without any images and READING 

WRITING (A DOCUMENTARY)80 which sets up expectations of a natural history 

programme that would metatextually comment upon the making of the book but resists this 

easy classification by sometimes humorously continuing the project of inclusion: 

whiten sensa. mardy quiche 

linneting 

MANY FERN AFTER BRACKEN. 

Juice of Knitbone. 

Key of CUTBAG under Jammer Fan. 

Plume Anther, Carline froze, fezza bark, slaggle 

Took to chisel speak.81 

The section above begins in the domestic, linking this to writing. “Whiten” is a verb often 

used to sell washing powder, “sensa.” could be a sonic pun on “censor” made by censoring 

“sensation”: writing bleaches sensation. The “mardy quiche” describes the book, a case that 

can contain a mixture of ingredients and the feeling of the writer as grumpy baker. 

“[L]inneting” references the linnet, a finch once popular as a caged bird due to a melodious 

song. “MANY FERN AFTER BRACKEN” invokes a writer looking more closely at a 

landscape: bracken is made up of individual ferns, which suggests that the interior domestic 

is being linked to an exterior; the linnet escapes. What follows are what could be the names 

of herbs but which soon becomes confused. “Knitbone” is the traditional name for the 

                                                           
79 Ibid. 120-121 
80 Ibid 122-123 
81 Ibid. 122. 
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therapeutic herb Comfrey but “Key of CUTBAG under Jammer Fan.” is mysterious 

referencing improvised music (“Key of”, “Jam”) or looking around the house for a missing 

key. It contains the strangely oxymoronic names “CUTBAG” and “Jammer Fan” conjuring 

up impossible objects. The next line starts with the release of pollen from a flower (“Plume 

anther”) then jumps to a “carline” which is thistle but also an insulting scots word for an old 

woman. This moves the poem on to labelling of humans. “Fezza” is slang for a horrible man 

whilst “slaggle” is another slang term combining slag and gaggle to denote a gang of loudly 

aggressive women.   This section ends with a reference to one of O’Sullivan’s main 

influences, Basil Bunting’s Brigflatts: 

  Words! 

  The Mason stirs 

  Pens are too light 

  Take a chisel to write82 

   

     

O’Sullivan wittily takes up Bunting’s chisel and turns it around. “Took to” brings to mind 

phrases like “Took to bed”, undercutting by use of the past tense a more active and elevated 

“Take a”. “Chisel speak” evokes the cut-off and clipped phrasing of O’Sullivan’s text, in 

contrast to Bunting’s syntactically complex writing. It also points to the importance of 

provisional “speech” in O’Sullivan’s performative work, in contrast to the perfected words 

that have been chiseled into place; Part 3 contains text laid out in lines that can be performed, 

in contrast to Part 1 which contains stuttering prose blocks that threaten to overwhelm the 

reader/performer. The section could be taken as a statement of poetics: a chisel speech 

                                                           
82 Bunting, Collected Poems. p. 45. 
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enables the poet to be inclusive, able to include violence and ugly elements from both natural 

and human history on equal terms.    

Conclusion – language run wild 

 Helen Macdonald, Maggie O’Sullivan and Colin Simms write in ways which 

challenge the distinction between human and natural history, exploring the difficult 

entanglements that occur when trying to do this. MacDonald’s poetry takes scientific 

knowledge and the difficulties of observation seriously to complicate the historical narratives 

attached to landscape that are often labelled wild. Simms uses ethographic knowledge and 

fieldwork to challenge our conception of wild animals by consciously including humans in 

the process of evolution. O’Sullivan’s wild poetry develops a ritual of inclusion which 

dissolves conventional distinctions. The challenge of writing against the distinction between 

human and natural history drives all three poets to expand our conception of the possibilities 

contained within human language; we might say that they give three examples of what a wild 

language looks like and also invite us to question why we want to use the word ‘wild’.  
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